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Abstract
We present an annotation scheme describing the argument structure of judgement 
documents, a central construct in Japanese law. To support the final goal of this 
work, namely summarisation aimed at the legal professions, we have designed blue-
print models of summaries of various granularities, and our annotation model in turn 
is fitted around the information needed for the summaries. In this paper we report 
results of a manual annotation study, showing that the annotation is stable. The 
annotated corpus we created contains 89 documents (37,673 sentences; 2,528,604 
characters). We also designed and implemented the first two stages of an algorithm 
for the automatic extraction of argument structure, and present evaluation results.
Keywords Argumentation structure · Summarisation · Manual annotation · Machine 
learning
1 Introduction
Information overload has become problematic in many aspects of society. This is 
no different in the legal domain. During the process of constructing and analysing 
a particular case, legal practitioners, including lawyers and judges, rely heavily on 
information about similar cases.
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One of the most important sources of such information in the Japanese legal sys-
tem is the judgement document, a direct output from court trials. But there are typi-
cally far too many such documents that are relevant. Adding to this, the documents 
are long and linguistically complex, so that it becomes impossible to read them all 
carefully.
Well-formed summaries of judgement documents would provide a solid solution 
to the problem, as they would facilitate the decision of which documents to be read 
with full attention. Of course, the highest quality summaries are those written by 
experts, but they are not universally available, as the manual summarisation pro-
cess is time-consuming and expensive. There is therefore a significant need for the 
automatic on-demand summarisation of judgement documents. Our final goal is to 
develop methods for generating these.
Our main observation is that the structure of the legal argument can guide sum-
marisation. In the case of our target documents, a common structure demonstrably 
exists, which is based around the so-called “Issue Topic”, a legal concept corre-
sponding to pre-defined main points to be discussed in a particular court case. Each 
Issue Topic is associated with a conclusion by the judge, and with supporting argu-
ments for the decision. The writers of the documents, who are judges, consistently 
follow the principle of legal arguments, which results in a well-formed shared struc-
ture. It is this fact that we exploit in our work.
In this article, we present our new corpus of Japanese civil law judgement docu-
ments which are manually annotated with the documents’ argumentative structure. 
The corpus contains 89 documents (37,673 sentences; 2,528,604 characters) and 
their summaries. We also present the corresponding annotation scheme designed for 
capturing this structure, and show with an agreement study that our scheme is sta-
ble. We also designed and implemented the first two stages of an algorithm for the 
automatic supervised extraction of argument structure as a proof of concept of our 
approach. Both stages rely on a mixture of n-gram, location and cue phrase features. 
The first stage, the identification of Issue Topic units, was evaluated at a perfor-
mance of F = 0.52, whereas the second stage, Rhetorical Classification, performs at 
F = 0.63. These feasibility studies confirm that our scheme and the resulting corpus 
can be used as training material for the automatic extraction of argument structure 
by a supervised machine learning approach.
2  Description of judgement documents
The type and structure of legal documents in a given country are always affected by 
the national legal system in force. In the Japanese legal system, the judgement docu-
ment is one of the most important types of legal text. Judgement documents are writ-
ten by professional judges, who, after passing the bar examination, are intensively 
trained to write such judgements. In particular, we work with civil (as opposed to 
criminal) case judgement documents from courts of the first instance.
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The first observation we make about these documents is that the language used is 
complex and often involves extremely long sentences.1 One reason for the long sen-
tences is the requirement on judges to define their statement precisely and strictly, 
which they often do by adding additional restrictive clauses to sentences.
Another observation is that understanding the language is difficult even for 
humans because everyday terms can take on new technical meanings in a legal con-
text. For example, the terms “aku-i” and “zen-i”, which mean “maliciousness” and 
“benevolence” respectively in everyday language, take on the specialised meanings 
of “knowing a fact” (aku-i) and “not knowing a fact” (zen-i) in law.
A third observation is that the judges seem to actively comply with a particu-
lar guideline document for writing judgement documents of civil cases (Judicial 
Research and Training Institute of Japan 2006). In 1990, the “new format” was pro-
posed, based on the principle that issue-focused judgement should make the docu-
ment clearer, more informative and thus more reader-friendly (The Secretariat of 
Supreme Court of Japan 1990). Although both the use of the guidelines and of the 
“new format” is voluntary, we observed a high degree of compliance with the new 
format of the guidelines in recent Japanese judgement documents. As a result, there 
are strong similarities in argument structure across judgement documents, most eas-
ily observed in a common section structure, often with similar or identical headlines 
used. This section structure is as follows: The “Fact and Reasons” section takes up 
the biggest portion of the document and is therefore the target of our summarisa-
tion task. “Facts and Reasons” consists of a claim (typically brought forward by the 
plaintiff), followed by a description of the case, the facts agreed among the inter-
ested parties in advance, the issues to be contested during the trial, and statements 
from both plaintiff and defendant. The final section contains the judicial decision.
3  Argument structure in judgement documents
We will next describe the argument structure of the legal argument as opposed to 
the formal section structure described above. Issue Topics, the contentious items to 
be argued about in court, are the main organising principle in the logical structure of 
the judgement document. In the Japanese judicial system, Issue Topics are explicitly 
defined in so-called “preparatory proceedings”, which take place ahead of each civil 
law trial under participation of all parties (Japanese Ministry of Justice 2012).
Most legal cases consist of several Issue Topics. What could be a possible 
Issue Topic depends on the case and is in principle open-ended. Examples include 
“whether the defendant was negligent in fulfilling their duties”, “the defendant’s 
exact actions during the crucial time frame” or “the effect of (a particular) law”.
Figure 1 shows the structure of a Japanese Civil Case judgement document. The 
document forms one big argument, with the judicial decision (the final conclusion to 
1 The average sentence length of in our corpus of 89 documents is 44.7 words (short-unit-word, SUW), 
as opposed to 23.1 words (SUW) in general Japanese language [estimated from the BCCWJ (Maekawa 
et al. 2014)].
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the plaintiff’s accusation) at the root of the argument. We call the judicial decision 
the “level 0” argument. The level 0 argument breaks down into several sub-compo-
nents (argumentation strands), each of which usually covers one Issue Topic. Each 
Issue Topic argumentation strand is hierarchically organised, whereby level i com-
ponents might themselves consist of sub-components at lower levels i + 1, i + 2 , etc.
For our analysis, the fact that the document text can be split into different argu-
ment strands according to Issue Topics is crucial: we consider each text segment as 
logically belonging to one Issue Topic. We could say that there is a weak form of 
“support” relationship between the Issue Topic (level 1) and all components at lower 
levels of that Issue Topic’s argumentation hierarchy. Two of our annotation tasks 
treat phenomena directly related to Issue Topics: In “Issue Topic Identification” (cf. 
Sect. 5.1), Annotators identify Issue Topics and then, in “Issue Topic Linking” (cf. 
Sect. 5.3) classify each text piece as belonging to exactly one Issue Topic.
Within an Issue Topic tree, different levels often correspond to different rhetori-
cal functions in the argument. For instance, lower levels tend to consist of simple 
supporting facts, whereas higher levels are main conclusions or high-level support-
ing argumentative material. Classification of the rhetorical function of a text piece is 
a standard task in legal text processing; our version of this task (“Rhetorical Clas-
sification”, cf. Sect. 5.2) distinguishes 7 categories.
Finally, elements at lower levels of an Issue Topic tree often directly logically 
support those at higher levels. To capture this effect, we introduce a task called 
“FRAMING Linking” (shown as arrows in Fig. 1; cf. Sect. 5.4), a task which corre-
sponds to the classification of the argumentative relation “support” in argumentation 
mining research.2
Once the four aspects of argumentation structure as described above have been 
recognised (either automatically or manually), we are in a position where we can 
create various summaries, which we will describe in the following.
4  Summary archetypes
Our summary design is based on extractive summarisation, one of the two main 
methods of arriving at an automatic summary. Extractive summarisation extracts 
phrases or sentences from the source documents in order to generate a summary, 
while abstractive summarisation generates a summary by compressing or manipulat-
ing an internal representation of the text in some form and then creating new text 
from scratch. Although abstractive summarisation can mimic human shortening or 
generalisation techniques, it is not always the best practical summarisation strategy. 
For instance, it can result in ungrammatical text, which is undesirable in our applica-
tion as it might confuse or mislead the user.
2 In the kind of legal argument treated here, “attack” relations also exist, for instance, when a plaintiff 
argues against a claim by the defendant, but because the orientation of the support/attack relation can 
be inferred by the default roles played by plaintiff and defendant, it is not necessary to annotate such 
“attack” relations explicitly.
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Some of the documents we work with already have summaries written by humans 
published alongside the judgement documents. However, the number of such sum-
maries is low (on the order of few hundreds, as opposed to thousands of judgement 
documents), and even those summaries that do exist are not necessarily ideal by our 
definition. To our surprise, we found several uninformative and badly structured 
summaries that do not even state the main conclusion of the trial, although this is 
essential information for the legal professionals during their search task.
Both of these reasons speak against using supervised machine learning and train-
ing it directly on the available summaries. Instead, our system design is based on the 
hypothesis that Issue Topics are the lynchpin for generating coherent and meaning-
ful summaries. In the best summaries, the logical flow is organised in such a way 
that the final judicial decision can be traced back through each Issue Topic’s connec-
tions. We design three basic archetypes of target summaries based on this hypoth-
esis, as illustrated in Fig. 2, and fill these archetypes with information found in the 
full documents as follows:
– Type A: The simplest summary consists of the judge’s final decision of the case 
(level 0), conclusions (level 1) and some of the major supporting argumentative 
components for the decision (level 2; FRAMING-main3). Consider the example 
in Fig. 3, which uses material manually extracted from an actual judgement doc-
ument (our translation from Japanese).
– Type B1: This type of summary additionally incorporates Issue Topic informa-
tion, i.e. it states the Issue Topics themselves, and gives other components sup-
porting them. A type B1 summary covers multiple Issue Topics, cf. Fig. 4.
Fig. 1  Argument structure of judgement document
3 We will define these categories in Sect. 5.
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– Type B2: This type of summary is similar to B1, but treats one particular Issue 
Topic in more depth (Issue Topic  1 in the example in Fig.  5). It additionally 
gives supporting argumentative components such as claims, facts and citations to 
laws, and thus captures all levels of the argumentation (cf. the very long Level 3 
FRAMING-sub element contained in the example).
Fig. 2  Summary archetypes
Fig. 3  Type A summary example
Fig. 4  Type B1 summary example
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In order to automatically create such summaries, Type A summaries only require 
that we can determine the rhetorical status (such as CONCLUSION or FRAMING-
main) for each piece of text. But the more detailed and high-quality summaries 
of Type B1 and B2 rely on the Issue Topic-based argument structure. To provide 
appropriate textual material for them, we have to identify a description of the Issue 
Topic in question in the running text, and then connect it to larger text pieces cover-
ing the argument about this Issue Topic. For B2 summaries, we need to additionally 
determine the “support” links between deeper levels.
Note that this kind of summary design is very different from that of the only Jap-
anese-language summariser for legal text currently available (Banno et  al. 2006). 
This system, which operates on Japanese Supreme Court judgements, also relies on 
extractive summarisation, but uses a fixed definition of sentence importance, which 
is learned in a supervised manner using Support Vector Machines (SVM) and lin-
guistic features such as morphemes, numerals, length of sentences, location, whether 
a sentence states ratio decidendi or not, and the type of conclusion (e.g., “Dismissal 
with prejudice” or “Reversed and remanded”). In contrast, our design relies on the 
different rhetorical function of text pieces.
5  Four annotation tasks
Our definition of discourse structure consists of four separate annotation tasks as 
follows (Anonymous, 2017).
Fig. 5  Type B2 summary example
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1. Issue Topic Identification: find a text span that describes an Issue Topic;
2. Rhetorical Classification: determine the rhetorical status of each text span;
3. Issue Topic Linking: associate each rhetorical text span with exactly one Issue 
Topic;
4. FRAMING Linking: annotate argumentative support links between three possible 
rhetorical units (FRAMING-sub or BACKGROUND as source; FRAMING-main 
as destination).
In all annotation tasks, we use annotation units based on comma-separated units of 
text, which in Japanese typically correspond to linguistic clauses or phrases. In par-
ticular, we use what we call “text spans”, where a text span is defined as one or more 
adjacent comma-separated units within one sentence (or the entire sentence if no 
comma is present).
We use this definition for all text spans across the tasks. However, text spans cho-
sen during Issue Topic Identification are typically shorter (for instance, clauses and 
phrases which act as headlines), whereas for Rhetorical Classification, longer text 
spans are typically chosen by annotators. In fact, it is so common that all comma-
separated units in a sentence share the same rhetorical role, that we considered using 
sentences as an alternative annotation unit, as has been done in previous work (more 
about this in Sect. 6.2.4). Our decision fell on text spans, however, in light of the 
exceptions, where different rhetorical roles share a sentence.
We will now define each task in turn.
5.1  Issue Topic Identification (ITI)
The Issue Topic is defined as the text span that describes the legal point at a ques-
tion in the most straight-forward way. We instruct the annotators to find and mark 
the first such description in the text, under the assumption that there is only one such 
description (or at least that the first description is the clearest). Each Issue Topic is 
also assigned a unique identifier by the annotator.4
5.2  Rhetorical Classification (RC)
Rhetorical Classification is a commonly used approach in legal text processing for 
associating text pieces with their rhetorical status. Our rhetorical annotation scheme 
of six categories plus the OTHER category is an adaptation of Hachey and Grover 
(2006)’s scheme. In line with previous work, we also require classification to be 
exclusive, i.e., only one category can be assigned to each annotation unit.
FACT is the category used for descriptions of the facts giving rise to the case, 
and BACKGROUND is reserved for quotations or citations of law materials (legis-
lation and near-precedent cases). DISPOSAL marks the final decision of the judge. 
IDENTIFYING is a category used for text that states discussion topics below the 
Issue Topic. The main argumentative material is contained in the two categories 
4 These identifiers are later normalised across annotators.
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FRAMING-main and FRAMING-sub. The split corresponds to our distinction 
between levels 2 and 3 in the argumentation tree in Fig. 1; FRAMING-main directly 
supports the judge’s conclusion, whereas FRAMING-sub is one of the two catego-
ries which can support FRAMING-main.
There are some text spans that aren’t associated with a particular Issue Topic 
because they concern matters of the trial itself (such as the overall conclusion or 
introduction or references such as “Refer to Kou-2, pages 15, 29, 33, 169 and 220.”) 
Material of this kind is to be annotated with category OTHER.
5.3  Issue Topic Linking (ITL)
We require that all textual material except that previously marked as OTHER is 
assigned to individual Issue Topics, a task called Issue Topic Linking in our design. 
Our annotators make the connection between text spans and the relevant Issue Topic 
explicit by marking the ID of the Issue Topic.5
5.4  FRAMING Linking (FL)
FRAMING links hold between BACKGROUND or FRAMING-sub (the two pos-
sible source spans), and FRAMING-main (the only possible destination span). The 
semantics of a FRAMING link is that the source “supports” the destination. The 
FRAMING-link will only be established if this support exists. Given a success-
ful solution to FRAMING-linking, our most fine-grained summaries could display 
level 3 components as well as level 1 and level 2 components.
Despite the similar names, the two types of linking we define are of a different 
nature. Issue Topic Linking determines which Issue Topic each piece of text most 
strongly belongs to. It can be seen as a form of classification, where the possible 
classes are the Issue Topic IDs. Therefore it applies to a large number of text spans. 
In contrast, FRAMING Linking is much more selective; it only applies to the small 
number of text spans where a direct “support” relationship between levels 2 and 3 
actually holds.
In both kinds of linking, annotators can disagree on what exactly the source of 
the link is, i.e., where it starts and ends. In FRAMING-linking, the annotators addi-
tionally need to delineate the text span associated with the destination (which is 
always of type FRAMING-main). This is different in the case of Issue Topic Link-
ing, where the destinations of the links are not text spans, but IDs. We will see in 
Sect. 6.1.3 that the classification-like nature of Issue Topic Linking makes for easier 
evaluation when compared to FRAMING-linking.
Figure 6 shows part of the annotation of the text associated with the sample sum-
maries from Sect. 4. 10 annotation units are shown; two of these describe Issue Top-
ics 1 and 2 (Issue Topic Identification; in black). The other eight participate in Rhe-
torical Classification. One of these (a CONCLUSION at level 0) gives the judicial 
5 Technically, a special Issue Topic ID “0” is used for OTHER cases.
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decision and is thus related to the overall trial. The other 7 annotation units are asso-
ciated with Issue Topic 1 (through Issue Topic Linking; here only shown by mem-
bership in the Issue Topic 1 box.). One of these seven units, also a CONCLUSION, 
but at level 1, gives the judge’s decision on Issue Topic 1. Two others are FACTS 
related to Issue Topic 1. Two units are FRAMING-subs, i.e., they directly support 
one of the two remaining FRAMING-main. The hierarchical structure between lev-
els 2 and 3 is directly expressed by FRAMING links (solid arrows). The other two 
links between level 1 and 2 (dotted arrows) exist only implicitly because the defini-
tion of FRAMING-main requires for it to support CONCLUSIONs.
6  Corpus and human annotation
The document source of our corpus is Japanese Civil Case judgement docu-
ments written in several different district courts between April 2003 to December 
2016 and their summaries, downloaded from a website maintained by the court 
Fig. 6  Example of annotation (all 4 tasks)
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of Japan.6 We randomly chose 89 documents fulfilling the following selection 
criteria:
• The document contains at most 400,000 characters and has no encoding errors.
• The document has a published summary, which is between 150 and 450 charac-
ters long.
• The summary should have at least one sentence of general description, and one 
sentence of conclusion/result of the trial.
The document part of the resulting corpus contains a total of 136,972 comma-sepa-
rated units (37,673 sentences). The documents (but not the summaries) were manu-
ally annotated with all four aspects of the proposed annotation scheme.
All 89 documents were annotated by a Ph.D. candidate in a graduate school of 
Japanese Law, who was paid for annotation. It is necessary to use expert annotators, 
due to the special legal language used in the documents. Out of these 89, eight docu-
ments are used for the agreement study described below. The second annotator was 
the first author of this paper, who holds a Bachelor of Law degree in Japanese Law.
6.1  Agreement metrics
In a task such as this, annotators can never reach 100% agreement, but if agree-
ment is acceptably high (“stable”), it means that the guidelines describing the 
task are sufficiently effective. In that case, annotated materials should be usable 
as training for supervised learning methods even if they are created by different 
individuals. We therefore measure inter-annotator agreement for all four tasks.
Due to the nature of the four annotation tasks we propose here, specialised 
agreement metrics are necessary for all but Rhetorical Classification, which is a 
standard task.
6.1.1  Agreement metric for rhetorical classification
Rhetorical Classification is standardly evaluated by measuring the inter-annota-
tor agreement (Carletta 1996), i.e., the degree to which different people agree on 
assigning categories, which is typically reported using Cohen’s (1960) Kappa. 
Annotators annotate text spans, i.e., sequences of comma-separated units; note 
however that we have to report results in number of comma-separated units, 
rather than in number of text spans, as these are of variable length and start and 
end points might thus differ across annotators.
6.1.2  Agreement metric for issue topic identification
Descriptions of the same Issue Topic can appear in different locations, and can be 
expressed with superficially different linguistic expressions such as paraphrases. 
6 http://www.court s.go.jp/.
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Annotators sometimes disagree which of the Issue Topic descriptions is the most 
appropriate.7 As we only care to know whether annotators agree on the contents of 
the Issue Topics, we evaluate based on the string itself, independently of its location.
We count two spans as agreeing with each other if they overlap in more than 60% 
of their length in characters.8 Per-annotator ITI agreement ( agreeITI(i) in Eq. (1)) is 
then defined as the proportion of agreed spans amongst all spans identified by one 
annotator. Because the number of Issue Topics might differ across annotators, this 
agreement score is calculated for each annotator in turn, taking the other annotator 
as the gold standard. In Eq. (2), we then average in the obvious way.
where spans(i) is the number of spans annotated by annotator i ∈ AnnotatorSet and 
as(i) is the number of spans agreed between annotator i and others.
6.1.3  Agreement metric for issue topic linking
All comma-separated units except those with the rhetorical category “OTHER” 
participate in Issue Topic Linking, and links go from a comma-separated unit (the 
source) to an Issue Topic ID (the destination). As OTHER annotation may vary 
across annotators, the final metric agreeITL in Eq. (4) is again the average per annota-
tor of the individual numbers of accuracy given in Eq. (3):
where units(i) is the number of units annotated by annotator i ∈ AnnotatorSet and 
au(i) is the number of units agreed between annotator i and others.
6.1.4  Agreement metric for FRAMING Linking
To agree on a FRAMING link, three things have to be identical: the source spans 

















7 Although we instructed the annotators to mark the first appearance of an Issue Topic when multiple 
spans in different locations represent the same Issue Topic, the annotators sometimes mistakenly or oth-
erwise marked the second or later spans.
8 We decided on this threshold by evaluating false positives and negatives with thresholds of 60%, 70% 
and 80%. All threshold resulted in zero false positives (i.e., all automatic matches indeed represented the 
same Issue Topic semantic), but we chose the 60% threshold as it naturally had the lowest false negative 
rate (the fewest real matches were missed).
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(FRAMING-main) must match, and the link must hold between the same source and 
destination span.
For FRAMING Linking, two spans are defined as agreeing if they are in the 
identical location and share more than 80% of their characters.9 FRAMING source 
agreement ( agreesrc ; Eq.  5) reports the degree to which annotators agree on what 
the source spans for FRAMING Linking are, as the proportion of source spans of 
type FRAMING-sub or BACKGROUND which have an outgoing link and agree, 
out of the total of such spans. FRAMING destination agreement ( agreedest ; Eq. 6) is 
defined as the ratio of the number of agreed links (defined as agreeing in both source 
and destination spans) to the number of agreed source spans with an outgoing link. 
FRAMING Linking consists of two stages, and if errors are made in the first stage, 
they will be propagated to the second stage. Equation (7) reflects this harsh reality 
by defining FRAMING Linking agreement ( agreefl ), our final performance metric for 
FRAMING Linking, as the product of agreedest with agreesrc.
6.1.5  Baselines for FRAMING Linking
We implemented three baselines in order to interpret our agreement results for 
FRAMING Linking. All three baseline models simulate only the linking step after 
source and destination spans have already been pre-identified, not the step of finding 
these spans. We give the baselines as input the source spans (those with outgoing 
links) and destination spans identified by one annotator. The linkings proposed by 
the baseline are then compared to the gold standard, which is defined as the other 
annotator.10 As a consequence, we can only compare systems and baselines via 
FRAMING destination agreement agreedest (instead of the full FRAMING Linking 
agreement).
We created three baseline models: the “Random” model chooses one destination 
span for each source span randomly. The “Popularity” model chooses randomly, 
(5)agreesrc =
# of agreed source spans with link
# of source spans with link
(6)agreedest =
# of agreed links
# of agreed source spans with link
(7)agreefl = agreesrc ⋅ agreedest
9 The reason for this stricter condition compared to ITI is that we only wanted to allow short modifica-
tion (e.g., adverbials) at the beginning or end of spans. As the annotation units themselves (their loca-
tions) need to be identical, we do not have to worry about paraphrases as would be necessary in string-
based comparison. Both these factors allow us to be stricter than we were for Issue Topic Identification.
10 We considered alternative ways to suggest reasonable spans to the baseline system. Random choice of 
source or destination spans would result in an extremely weak baseline, as the probability of accidentally 
hitting a plausible source or destination span is very small. We therefore settled for an extremely strong 
baseline, which has access to the information of what one annotators’ spans are.
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but uses the observed annotation distribution of the respective other annotator. The 
“Nearest” model always chooses the closest following destination span (or preced-
ing span if none exists). This is motivated by our observation that in legal argu-
ments, the supporting material often precedes the conclusion, and is typically adja-
cent or at least physically close.
6.2  Agreement study
6.2.1  Materials
Eight randomly chosen judgement documents from our corpus are used for measur-
ing inter-annotator agreement, consisting of 9,879 comma-separated units (138,482 
short-unit-words). The documents are written by various judges from different 
courts and cover the following topics: “Medical negligence during a health check”, 
“Threatening behaviour in connection to money lending”, “Use of restraining 
devices by police”, “Fence safety and injury”, “Mandatory retirement from private 
company”, “Road safety in a bus travel sub-contract situation”, “Railway crossing 
accident”, and “Withdrawal of a company’s garbage license by the city”.
The annotators use 8 pages of annotation guidelines in Japanese explaining the 
tasks and the categories. We also supply the decision tree in Fig. 7 to facilitate the 
decision process during Rhetorical Classification. During the training phase, train-
ing materials separate from the documents in the agreement study were used and the 
paid annotator was given feedback about clear cases of wrong interpretation of the 
guidelines (with the first author acting as the lead annotator). Only very slight cor-
rections to the guidelines were necessary at this stage. During the agreement study, 
both annotators worked entirely independently.
6.2.2  Procedure
Annotators were asked to read the entire target document to understand its gen-
eral structure and flow of discussion, and to pay particular attention to Issue Top-
ics, choosing one textual span to represent each Issue Topic (the first one, unless 
this first mention was not informative enough). While annotating all four tasks in 
order, the annotators were asked to trace back the legal argument structure of the 
case, first searching for the general CONCLUSIONs of the case, and then each Issue 
Topic’s CONCLUSION; next they find the FRAMING-main which is supporting 
it. Finally, they look for the FRAMING-sub elements that support the FRAMING-
main, expressing the “support” relationships found in the form of FRAMING links. 
The annotators thus recover the argument structure while making decisions about 
the rhetorical status at the same time.
The GUI-based annotation tool Slate  (Kaplan et  al. 2011) was used. Slate is a 
graphics-based interface that allows users to swipe in order to mark a region of text 
(for Issue Topic Identification), colour it by choosing a pre-defined category (for 
Rhetorical Classification), add properties to text spans (such as IDs for Issue Topic 
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Linking) and add links between individual elements, which are drawn as curved 
lines (for FRAMING Linking). Annotators used the annotation tool offline in their 
own time. The annotators reported that annotation of the 8 documents took them 
roughly 15 h.
6.2.3  Results
Issue Topic Identification Agreement (Result) The results for the Issue Topic Identi-
fication task were measured at agreeITI = 0.79 . Annotator 1 marked 24 Issue Topic 
spans, Annotator 2 marked 27, 20 of which were shared. One possible cause for the 
remaining errors was a frequently occurring item called the “compensation calcula-
tion”; annotators disagreed as to the overall importance of this item. More detailed 
instructions in the guidelines should help in this case. There were also some cases 
where annotators disagreed about whether a string containing issue-topic type mate-
rial should be counted as a single Issue Topic or as two adjacent ones.
Rhetorical Classification Agreement (Result) Agreement of Rhetorical Classifi-
cation was measured at K = 0.70 ( N = 9879 ; n = 7 , k = 2 ), where K is Cohen’s 
Kappa, N is the number of text spans,11 n is the number of categories and k is the 
number of annotators. There are several scales prescribing how K values should be 
interpreted. Out of these, Krippendorff’s   (2004) is the mathematically most well-
founded one, but it is also strict, requiring agreement of K = 0.80 to earn the label 
“stable”. However, even by this strict scale, our annotation would be considered 
“marginally stable”, as it exceeds K = 0.69.
Table  1 shows the confusion matrix. Although Rhetorical Classification agree-
ment is overall acceptable, the confusion matrix shows certain systematic assign-
ment errors. In particular, FRAMING-main and FRAMING-sub are relatively often 
confused. The problem is that the categories both have a similar argumentative func-
tion, namely that of providing support for their higher-level arguments; they occur in 
similar locations and have similar surface characteristics such as cue phrases. They 
Fig. 7  Decision tree for rhetorical classification (our translation)
11 Note that N here corresponds to comma-separated units, as opposed to sentences in previous work.
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are thus not easily distinguished. Merging these categories would result in an over-
all agreement of K = 0.83 (N = 9879; n = 6, k = 2); but of course merging would 
defeat the final purpose of our work.
Issue Topic Linking Agreement (Result) The result for Issue Topic Linking is 
agreeITL = 0.87 . Annotator 1 created 9336 links and Annotator 2 created 9446, out 
of which 8169 were shared. The annotators seem to have little trouble in determin-
ing which Issue Topic each sentence relates to. Judging by the combined results of 
Issue Topic Identification and Linking, the detection of Issue Topic level argument 
structure seems to be overall a well-defined task. This gives some credence to our 
working hypothesis that judgement documents are indeed closely structured around 
Issue Topics.
However, we noticed a phenomenon that can lead to adverse effects for the link-
ing task. Judges sometimes reorganise Issue Topics during the trial, for instance by 
merging some of the smaller Issue Topics previously agreed, or by dropping Issue 
Topics which depend on other Issue Topics when these had collapsed during the 
trial. Such reorganisations can cause disagreement among annotators.
FRAMING Linking Agreement (Result) FRAMING Linking agreement was rather 
low at agreefl = 0.44 , with source agreement agreesrc = 0.67 and destination agree-
ment agreedest = 0.67 . This is based on 527 source spans with links according to 
Annotator 1; 602 according to Annotator 2, of which 378 are agreed. The number of 
agreed links based on these spans is 250.
Since the correct identification of the text spans participating in FRAMING 
Linking is a precondition for FRAMING linking, measuring how well the annota-
tors can make the 4-way distinction into FRAMING-main, FRAMING-sub, BACK-
GROUND and “anything else” provides an upper bound of performance that lim-
its all further FRAMING Linking tasks. At K = 0.69 ( N = 9879 ; n = 4 , k = 2 ), 
this result points to the fact that low agreement for FRAMING Linking is in part 
a follow-on effect of disagreements in Rhetorical Classification. Figure 8 shows an 
example of such a disagreement: (3) and (3)′ are the same spans, but the annotators 
assigned different rhetorical status, FRAMING-main and FRAMING-sub, resulting 
in divergent FRAMING Linking structures.
Table 1  Confusion matrix for rhetorical classification (in comma-separated units)
Bold values indicate the numbers of units that are agreed between annotators
Annotator 2
IDT CCL FRm FRs BGD FCT OTR Total
Annotator 1 IDT 171 13 4 19 0 0 3 210
CCL 0 299 142 45 0 6 4 496
FRm 0 89 1187 812 12 13 27 2140
FRs 24 15 229 2327 23 108 12 2738
BGD 3 0 11 21 150 37 1 223
FCT 12 12 52 218 0 3197 18 3509
OTR 26 7 27 9 0 99 395 563
Total 236 435 1652 3451 185 3460 460 9879
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Next, we consider what we can learn from the baselines’ performance: Random 
and Popularity models both perform badly at agreedest = 0.02 , whereas the Nearest 
model shows a rather high score ( agreedest = 0.64 ) when compared to the human 
annotators ( agreedest = 0.66 ). This means that the authors must have used a fixed 
and shared type of argumentation strategy, with components necessary for the inter-
pretation of FRAMING Linking often found near each other.
In a further attempt to explain the relatively low FRAMING linking agreement, 
we performed an error analysis of the linking errors. We classified the 128 FRAM-
ING Linking disagreements in the material, according to whether the destination 
spans across annotators show overlap in character position. For those 41 cases that 
have overlapping spans, we further examine whether the two spans share content in 
a meaningful manner (26 do; 15 don’t). Even for those 87 spans that do not occur at 
the same position in the text, it is still possible that they share content, as the spans 
could be paraphrases of each other, so we examined these as well and found that 
while 65 have different meaning, 22 are actually paraphrases. If we were to consider 
both the 22 “reformulation” cases and the 26 “meaningful overlap” links as agree-
ing, the agreedest value would rise to 0.79. This is potentially an encouraging result 
as it establishes a higher upper bound on how much annotators naturally agree on 
FRAMING Linking.
Most errors that we categorised as “different meaning” are caused by non-agree-
ment during the FRAMING-main identification stage. This possibly means that our 
definition of the FRAMING-main category in the guidelines was not yet specific 
enough; we will address this in the next iteration of our guidelines.
6.2.4  Discussion
It is hard to evaluate a newly defined, complex task involving the interpretation of 
(and judgement about) somebody else’s argumentation. The annotation experiment 
reported here showed relatively better agreement for Rhetorical Classification, for 
Issue Topic Identification and for Issue Topic Linking, and relatively lower agree-
ment for FRAMING Linking.
Fig. 8  Example of a disagreement in FRAMING linking (and rhetorical classification)
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We now revisit the question of which annotation unit is best for Rhetorical Clas-
sification, text spans based on comma-separated units (as is the case in our exist-
ing annotation) or sentences. In the annotated material, we found that only 2.2%  of 
all sentences (806 sentences out of 37,37112) contain multiple rhetorical roles. As a 
consequence, we decided to perform sentence-based Rhetorical Classification from 
now on, a decision that requires us to map annotated units onto annotated sentences.
As we are interested in argumentation patterns, it is nevertheless instructive to 
see which rhetorical roles are shared in those 2.2% of sentences with mixed rhetori-
cal status. Table 2 gives the most frequent patterns along with their frequency.13 487 
out of 806 rhetorically mixed sentences reveal the pattern “FRAMING-sub followed 
by FRAMING-main”, and 181 rhetorically mixed sentences contain “FRAMING-
main followed by CONCLUSION”. In all patterns observed, a span of lower argu-
mentation level is followed by one of a higher argumentation level. We can use this 
information to create a good mapping, as higher-level argumentative material tends 
to be overall more important for the argumentation. We therefore apply “force-right” 
mapping, i.e., we assign each sentence the category of its rightmost text span.
We now move to the automatic treatment of the first two tasks in our model: Issue 
Topic Identification and Rhetorical Classification.
7  Automatic issue topic identification
Issue Topic Identification is a crucial task as the Issue Topic is a key component of 
the argument structure in Japanese judgement documents. In the following experi-
ments, we use the full corpus of 89 documents (annotated by our paid annotator).
7.1  Proposed system
We perform Issue Topic Identification as a binary classification problem on comma-
separated units, using supervised machine learning with Support Vector Machines 
(SVM).14 The features used for the task are the following:
Table 2  Frequency of sequences of rhetorical roles in rhetorically mixed sentences (Repeated consecu-
tive roles are mapped onto single occurrences)
Transition pattern Freq. Transition pattern Freq. Transition Pattern Freq.
FR-s, FR-m 487 IDT, FR-s,  FR-m 39 IDT, FR-m, CCL 7
FR-m, CCL 181 IDT, FR-s 10 BGD, FR-m 5
IDT, FR-m 44 FR-s, FR-m, CCL 8 FR-m, IDT 3
12 Issue Topics are not counted here.
13 Our treatment of repetition means that the count for “FRAMING-main, CONCLUSION” includes 
occurrences of “FRAMING-main, FRAMING-main, CONCLUSION”.
14 We use Chang and Lin’s (2011) implementation with a linear kernel. The SVM parameter C is set to 
C = 1 for all models.
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Bigrams: the bag of lemmatised bigrams of morphemes in the unit, with a fre-
quency cutoff of 20.
Unit location i/length(D): the relative location of i-th comma-separated unit of a 
document D, where length(D) is the total number of comma-separated units D.
Unit length: the length of the comma-separated unit in number of characters.15
Keywords: keywords that are related to Issue Topic descriptions, e.g. “souten 
(Issue Topic)” and “touhi (propriety)”. We collected 10 such keywords from two 
annotated judgement documents not included in the training and test data.
List marker: a binary feature that indicates whether a comma-separated unit con-
tains a list marker (Chinese or Arabic numerals or Katakana letters, sometimes with 
brackets), which is a typical way to typeset Issue Topics in judgement documents. 
List markers are implemented as 14 regular expressions.
Nominal head: a binary feature that indicates whether the syntactic head of a 
comma-separated unit head is a noun or not. We use the Japanese dependency parser 
Cabocha (Kudo and Matsumoto 2002) to extract the head of the phrase. This fea-
ture aims to exploit the fact that many Issue Topics are stated in the form of noun 
phrases.
“Baseline System” refers to the system using only the first 3 features (bigram, 
unit location, unit length), which are very simple, while “Proposed System” refers to 
the system using all 6 features.
7.2  Evaluation
After performing the human annotation experiment, we had to change the defini-
tion of Issue Topics from “first or best mention” to “all mentions”. We had initially 
expected most texts to contain only one description of each Issue Topic, but this 
assumption was not borne out well enough by the data. This situation is good and 
bad at the same time: If we accept these duplicates of Issue Topics in our annotation, 
we model the existing phenomena more truthfully, while increasing our chance of 
finding at least one version of each Issue Topic in a document, which is useful for 
summarisation. Also, we will end up with cleaner training data.16
These advantages come at a cost: re-annotation of IT duplicates is time-consum-
ing, and we could not re-measure IAA, but we decided to take this route neverthe-
less. The first author reannotated first the 8 documents from the human annotation 
study, and subsequently the 81 documents previously annotated by the other annota-
tor.17 After re-annotation, the number of Issue Topics rose from 432 to 853.
Another repercussion of the changed definition of Issue Topics is that our final 
system now requires a method for detecting duplicates, in order to avoid summaries 
15 Average unit length is 18.5 characters, median is 14, standard deviation is 18.1.
16 In any supervised machine learning environment, it is undesirable if entities sharing many surface 
features are labelled with conflicting target categories. In our case, the non-annotated duplicates would 
incorrectly act as negative examples for first-mention Issue Topics.
17 The additional annotation was supported by a high-recall, low-precision automatic search, which 
aimed to find units sharing a high number of bigrams with units already annotated as Issue Topics.
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with multiple identical Issue Topic descriptions. Leaving this issue aside, we will 
treat here as correct the retrieval of all Issue Topics and their duplicates.
7.3  Results
Table 3 shows the results of the experiments, using fivefold cross-validation on all 
89 documents, given in precision, recall and F-value. The proposed SVM model (F 
= 0.52) significantly improves over the baseline model (F = 0.50), as tested using 
the two-tailed McNemar test (McNemar 1947) with significance level 훼 = 0.05 . We 
note that the overall F-value is affected negatively by the low recall, whereas preci-
sion is high. The difference between Baseline and Proposed system shows that the 
combination of the features “Keywords”, “List Markers” and “Nominal Head” aid in 
the identification of Issue Topics. List markers, keywords and nominal head as fea-
tures seem to perform as intended, but we plan to further fine-tune and supplement 
them with more informative features in the future.
8  Automatic rhetorical classification
8.1  Proposed systems
Mentions of Issue Topics are rare and generally occur without much dependence 
on the surrounding text. In contrast, Rhetorical Classification should be subject 
to a strong effect of the context in terms of other rhetorical roles, as the frequent 
sequences in Table 2 indicate. Rhetorical context effects are also predicted by our 
proposed argument structure and have been successfully exploited in previous work 
for the same task (Saravanan and Ravindran 2010). We therefore use Conditional 
Random Fields (CRF) (Lafferty et  al. 2001),18 in addition to an SVM system as 
before, which treats the task as a standard multi-class classification problem.
As features, we use variations of the three simple features developed for Issue 
Topic Identification. The bigram feature and unit location feature (redefined as sen-
tence location feature) remain the same for the SVM model, but in the case of the 
CRF model, which does not allow for continuous values, the sentence locations are 
bucketed into 10 percentiles (0–10% ...90–100%). We also use a sentence length fea-
ture (calculated in characters).
Table 3  Issue topic identification: results (by comma-separated units)
Precision Recall F-value
Baseline Proposed Baseline Proposed Baseline Proposed
Issue Topic 0.75 0.76 0.38 0.40 0.50 0.52
18 We used Okazaki’s (2007) implementation.
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Cue phrases have been found to be useful in previous legal summarisation 
work (Hachey and Grover 2006). We developed the following variants of cue phrase 
features, which are adapted to the language and law system we treat.
Modality expressions: we expect a strong connection between modality informa-
tion and the rhetorical role of a target unit. For example, FRAMING-main sentences, 
which typically state a judge’s interpretation or evaluation of facts, frequently con-
tain so-called “truth judgement modality” (e.g, “hazu da” (can be expected to be) 
or “beki da” (should be). We use 8 modality features based on Masuoka’s (2007) 
modality expression classification, namely the modalities “truth judgement” (4 fea-
tures), “value judgement” (3 features), and “explanation”(1 feature).
Function expressions: Function expressions such as postpositional particles, 
auxiliary verbs and a special class of multi-word units give clues about the rhetori-
cal status of a statement in the Japanese language. CONCLUSION sentences, for 
instance, should contain decision function expressions (such as “shall”), whereas 
factual sentences would normally not contain conjecture function expressions (such 
as “might”). We recognise the 16,801 surface expressions in the function expres-
sion dictionary by  Matsuyoshi et  al. (2007) and use as features the 199 semantic 
equivalence classes associated with them (e.g., “evidential” and “contradictory 
conjunction”).
Cue phrases: We extracted an additional 22 phrases from a textbook used during 
the training of judges (Judicial Research and Training Institute of Japan 2006), and 
from five judgement documents not included in the training and test data.
Law names: We expect the mention of a law name to be a signal for BACK-
GROUND sentences, which state precedent information or give reasons related to 
laws. We therefore used a binary feature that indicates presence of any law name in 
the sentence. In addition, we used a list of 494 specific law names as features.
As before, the three simple features are used in the “Baseline Systems”, and the 
classifiers using all features are referred to as the “Proposed Systems”.
8.2  Evaluation
We assume in these experiments that Issue Topics have been identified by an ear-
lier recognition stage, and will therefore exclude sentences which contain more or 
one units annotated as Issue Topics (there are 302 of these), both in training and 
testing. After performing force-right mapping as described above,19 the distribution 
shown in Table 4 emerges. We can see that the proportion of OTHER is quite high 
at almost 40%, and that the next frequent categories are FACT and FRAMING-main 
at 23% and 20% each.
19 An alternative mapping method exists: training and classification could be performed directly in 
comma-separated units, with results subsequently mapped to sentences. As this method resulted in infe-
rior results, we are not reporting it further.
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8.3  Result
Across the board, the CRF performs better than the SVM, as can be seen from 
Table 5. In particular, the proposed CRF model (F = 0.63) significantly outperforms 
the proposed SVM model (F = 0.57), as well as the baseline SVM model (F = 0.56), 
demonstrating the importance of the rhetorical context for this task. However, the 
additional features modality, function expressions and cue phrases, taken together, 
have a limited impact on both classifiers [insignificant for the CRF at F = 0.63 vs F 
= 0.62, and significant but small for the SVM (F = 0.57 vs F = 0.56)]. This is some-
what disappointing, as the features were carefully constructed and represent both 
linguistic and legal knowledge.
We performed an ablation experiment on the Proposed CRF System to shed some 
light on which features contribute overall and for the recognition of specific cat-
egories; Table  6 shows both single-feature ablation (top) and leave-one-out abla-
tion (bottom). The bigram feature is strongly dominant. This is shown in the single-
feature ablation (top table, where high values mean strong features)20: the bigram 
feature on its own reaches a micro-averaged F = 0.62 on the overall task, whereas 
the next-best performing feature, functional expressions, only performs at F = 0.43, 
with cue phrases next at at F = 0.30. The least distinctive feature on its own is law 
names (F = 0.07). Bigram dominance is confirmed in a leave-one-out ablation study 
Table 4  Rhetorical category distribution (% out of 37,371 sentences in total)
FACT FRAM-main FRAM-sub CONCL. IDENTIF. BACKGR. OTHER
23.1% 19.5% 11.5% 3.9% 2.1% 0.3% 39.7%
Table 5  Rhetorical classification results (F-value; sentence-based)
+, Means significant difference from the SVM baseline model. *, means significant difference from the 
SVM proposed model
Category SVM CRF
Baseline Proposed Baseline Proposed
FACT (FCT) 0.77 0.78 0.84 0.84
FRAMING-main (FR-m) 0.62 0.61 0.59 0.60
FRAMING-sub (FR-s) 0.28 0.32 0.49 0.49
CONCLUSION (CCL) 0.29 0.31 0.37 0.39
IDENTIFYING (IDT) 0.79 0.77 0.79 0.79
BACKGROUND (BGD) 0.19 0.20 0.28 0.32
OTHER (OTR) 0.95 0.97 0.97 0.97
Macro avg. 0.56 0.57+ 0.62+∗ 0.63+∗
20 In the top part of the table, boldfacing shows the three best feature at identifying a category, unless 
they are too weak. In the bottom part of the table, boldfacing shows decrease when feature is left out.
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(bottom of the table, where low values indicate strong features): here, the bigram 
feature is the only feature that—if left out—decreases overall results, and also the 
single most helpful feature in the recognition of every feature except OTHER [where 
it is helped by the sentence length feature (F = 0.63)] and FRAMING-sub [where it 
is helped by the sentence position (0.48) and law name features (0.48)].
However, the total macro-F metric disguises some of the differences that mat-
ter to us: when compared to the full system, bigrams on their own are inferior at 
identifying every category except OTHER and IDENTIFYING. The effect of the 
additional features is thus to support and reinforce the bigram feature. Cue phrases 
are the strongest features for doing so. Their positive effect is visible particularly for 
BACKGROUND, CONCLUSION and IDENTIFYING (12%, 12% and 44%; top), 
categories where no other non-bigram feature can offer any help (except the modal-
ity feature for BACKGROUND). Categories benefiting from the function expression 
feature are FACT, FRAMING-main and FRAMING-sub (according to the single-
feature study; top), and CONCLUSION (according to the leave-one-out ablation; 
bottom). The law name feature is useful for FRAMING-sub, but against expecta-
tions not for BACKGROUND. (With hindsight, we think that this may be due to the 
fact that repeated mentions of the law often happen in abbreviated form.)
We feel that the argumentation-based features are worth the effort overall for 
other reasons too. The CONCLUSION and FRAMING-sub categories are relatively 
sparse (as opposed to FACT and FRAMING-main), and it is well-known that purely 
statistical features such as the bigram feature suffer in the face of data sparseness. 
Because these rare categories are essential for summarisation, we appreciate the 
Table 6  CRF model: category and feature ablation (in F-value)
Cat/feature Bigram Sent. len Sent. pos Mod Func exp Cue Law ALL
Single-feature Ablation
FCT 0.83 0.49 0.40 0.44 0.76 0.51 0.38 0.84
FR-m 0.59 0.18 0.00 0.11 0.53 0.33 0.00 0.60
FR-s 0.47 0.03 0.17 0.29 0.45 0.28 0.05 0.49
CCL 0.37 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.12 0.00 0.39
IDT 0.79 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.08 0.44 0.00 0.79
BGD 0.31 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.12 0.00 0.32
OTR 0.97 0.91 0.37 0.08 0.96 0.29 0.03 0.97
Macro avg. 0.62 0.23 0.13 0.13 0.43 0.30 0.07 0.63
Leave-one-out Ablation
FCT 0.81 0.84 0.84 0.84 0.84 0.84 0.84 0.84
FR-m 0.57 0.60 0.59 0.60 0.60 0.60 0.60 0.60
FR-s 0.50 0.49 0.48 0.49 0.49 0.49 0.48 0.49
CCL 0.25 0.38 0.38 0.39 0.38 0.38 0.39 0.39
IDT 0.51 0.79 0.79 0.79 0.80 0.79 0.79 0.79
BGD 0.24 0.32 0.36 0.31 0.33 0.33 0.34 0.32
OTR 0.96 0.63 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.97
Macro avg. 0.55 0.63 0.63 0.63 0.63 0.63 0.63 0.63
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robustness that a mix of symbolic features can offer. One of our future avenues is to 
acquire cue phrases and modality expressions in a robust data-driven manner.
Considering the ablation results with respect to categories, the categories which 
can be better distinguished than others are FACT (F = 0.84) and FRAMING-main (F 
= 0.60), while CONCLUSION (F = 0.39) and BACKGROUND (F = 0.32) show 
low performance. This can be partially explained by the low number of instances 
for these categories. FRAMING-sub (F = 0.49) performs worse than FRAMING-
main (F = 0.60), but this time the number of instances cannot be responsible for the 
effect, as FRAMING-sub is relatively frequent.
Confusion between FRAMING-sub and FRAMING-main is a common theme, 
which we already observed during human annotation. In the summarisation stage, 
particularly when composing our Type B2 design summary, the confusion between 
FRAMING-main and FRAMING-sub will cause problems. One solution is to train 
a separate classifier whose task is only the distinction of FRAMING-main and 
FRAMING-sub sentences. Such a classifier could exploit the fact that FRAMING-
main and FRAMING-sub have differences along several dimensions: FRAMING-
main tend to be more general and abstract, FRAMING-sub more specific and con-
crete. In previous work, distinctions such as general-specific and abstract-concrete 
have been successfully learned from corpora, e.g. Turney et al. (2011).
9  Related work
9.1  Previous work: rhetorical structure recognition
Rhetorical Classification was originally defined for scientific articles by Teufel 
and Moens (2002), and later ported to the legal text domain by Hachey and Grover 
(2006). The sentence is chosen as the annotation unit in both works. We defined our 
categories based on Hachey and Grover’s six categories, which are specialised to 
English law. Our main change, the split of their FRAMING category into FRAM-
ING-main and FRAMING-sub, is motivated by our summary design, as it allows 
us to distinguish between levels 2 and 3 in the argumentative structure of judgement 
documents. Without the split, the argumentative text under FRAMING would cover 
to too much material (with nominally the same level of importance), which runs 
counter to the purpose of summarisation. The distinction between FRAMING-main 
and FRAMING-sub, despite its inherent difficulty, is therefore central to our task.
Other changes we made to Hachey and Grover’s scheme are due to differences 
in legal systems. Hachey and Grover treat UK House of Lords21 cases, which are 
by nature appeal cases. In this context their category PROCEEDINGS gave details 
of previous judgements in lower courts (not used by us). We also removed their cat-
egory TEXTUAL, which was reserved for meta-statements about section structure. 
21 The UK House of Lords acted as the final court of appeal in the United Kingdom judicial system until 
the establishment of the Supreme Court in 2009.
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Their category DISPOSAL (used for judges’ conclusions) is similar to our CON-
CLUSION, but in our case this category is reserved exclusively for the conclusion 
of each Issue Topic. Their other two categories FACT and BACKGROUND were 
taken over by us as-is.
Hachey and Grover’s inter-annotator agreement was K = 0.83 ( N = 1, 955 , n = 7 , 
k = 2 ; Cohen); you may recall that this is incidentally the same agreement as the one 
we reach when we merge FRAMING-main and FRAMING-sub. Hachey and Grover 
also tested various supervised machine learning systems trained on the human-
annotated material. The best results were achieved using the classifier C4.5 (Quinlan 
1993) with only the location feature (F = 0.65); the second best (F = 0.61) was 
achieved using an SVM with all features (location, thematic words, sentence length, 
quotation, entities and cue phrases). Our numerical results for RC compare favour-
ably to these.
Saravanan and Ravindran (2010) follow the same approach, adapted to the Indian 
law system, and reach an inter-annotator agreement of K = 0.84  (N = 16,000 ; 
n = 7 , k = 2 ). Using various features similar to ours a CRF classifier, their auto-
matic results reach F = 0.82, but like Hachey and Grover’s, their annotation scheme 
also does not make a distinction similarly difficult to our FRAMING-main versus 
FRAMING-sub distinction.
Compared to all previous work in Rhetorical Classification  (Grover et al. 2004; 
Mochales and Moens 2011; Saravanan and Ravindran 2010), our model additionally 
offers hierarchical structuring of the argument, in the form of “support”-style links 
and Item Topic Identification and Linking.
9.2  Previous work: AI and law
There is a long-standing tradition in the area of AI and Laws to represent and rea-
son about legal arguments or factors. The components of the arguments are typi-
cally represented as logical propositions. For instance, Ashley and Brüninghaus 
(2009) developed a system which combines case-based reasoning with information 
extraction from legal texts. The system automatically classifies textual descriptions 
of the facts of legal problems. Given a database of previously classified cases, the 
system can use these classification decisions to provide an evaluation and explana-
tion about predictions about a case’s outcome. The legal reasoning system achieved 
accuracy  =  0.92 for predicting results, but the extraction stage performed only 
at F-value  =  0.26. Satoh et  al. (2011) developed a legal reasoning system called 
PROLEG (short for “Prolog-based Legal reasoning support system”) for Japanese 
Civil Law cases. The system simulates JUF  (Ito 2008), a reasoning strategy used 
by judges for decision making in civil law cases. PROLEG’s simulation of JUF 
however requires that first the propositional content of the argument is manually 
extracted from natural language text.
It is well-acknowledged that there is a knowledge acquisition gap for these kind 
of reasoning systems: full automation is still beyond the possibility of current NLP 
techniques. Recent developments in closer collaboration between the argument min-
ing community an the AI and Law community may change this in the future.
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Walker et al. (2017) created a corpus of decisions adjudicating claims by US mil-
itary veterans for disability compensation. By a careful analysis of the legal argu-
mentation, they developed a representation of the legal argument which is designed 
for the extraction and representation of information about legal rules. Their repre-
sentation consists of two parts, a set of propositional connectives such as “jointly 
sufficient set of necessary conditions” or “merely relevant condition”. The second 
part concerns what they call the “semantic type” of sentences from legal texts, which 
roughly corresponds to our rhetorical categories. Walker et al.’s work offers several 
sub-divisions for FRAMING-type material, for example “policy-based-reasoning 
sentence or clause”, “rule-based-reasoning sentence or clause” and “evidence-
based-reasoning sentence or clause”. Their representation allows them to express 
complex legal rules, but these rules are expressed simply in natural language. Auto-
mation is not envisaged.
Our work is in the spirit of these works, as it aims at modelling the underlying 
reasoning, but being in the tradition of NLP and argument mining, our design starts 
from the aim of full automatability, at the cost of being less ambitious with respect 
to the depth of argument treatable this way.
9.3  Previous work: argument mining
The area of argument mining is a recent research topic in natural language process-
ing, where arguments in natural language texts are automatically analysed. Argu-
ment mining tasks generally consist of the following individual tasks: argumenta-
tive component identification (the task of separating argumentative text pieces from 
non-argumentative text pieces), argumentative component classification (the task of 
identifying the types of argumentative text pieces, for example, premises or claims) 
and argumentative structure extraction (the task of detecting argumentative links 
between argumentative components) (Stab and Gurevych 2017).
Some argument mining work which is specialised to legal text exists. Mochales 
and Moens (2011) presented an argumentation component identification and classi-
fication algorithm on legal text using machine learning techniques. In a human anno-
tation study for argumentative component detection (into “premise” and “claim”) on 
documents from the European Court of Human Rights (ECHR), they measured an 
inter-annotator agreement of K = 0.75 (Cohen). Their SVM model with location, 
length, cue phrases, articles, and tense features achieved F = 0.71 for claims and F 
= 0.68 for premises. They also conducted argumentation structure extraction with a 
manually-created context-free grammar.
Stab and Gurevych (2014a) studied argumentation in essays, using three argu-
mentative components (Major Claim, Claim, Premise) and two relations (“sup-
port” and “attack”). They reported inter-annotator agreement of K = 0.81 (Fleiss’s 
Kappa) with agreement ranging from K = 0.83 (Major claim) to K = 0.66 for Claim. 
Stab and Gurevych (2014b) perform automatic argumentative component classifi-
cation using structural, lexical, syntactic, indicator and contextual features with an 
SVM, reaching F = 0.77. Full argumentative structure extraction is achieved in Stab 
and Gurevych (2017). They use an SVM with various features (structural, lexical, 
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syntactic, cue phrases, discourse, point-wise mutual information representing the 
token association between destination and source components, and shared noun 
between destination and source), reaching F = 0.72. The results were raised to F = 
0.75 by further constraining the SVM features with an integer linear programming 
model (ILP).
To summarise, several existing works in the field of argument mining identify and 
extract argument components and links from text using various methods, some of 
these from legal text. Like these studies, we also perform component detection and 
link detection, but we treat several levels of argumentation rather than only individ-
ual “support” relationships; we cover the entire text with an analysis; and we com-
bine argument mining analysis with Rhetorical Classification. We therefore model 
argument structure at a far more detailed level than earlier work. What is addition-
ally novel in our work is that we draw a connection between argument mining and 
legal argumentation-based summarisation.
10  Conclusion and future work
We developed a novel annotation scheme for the annotation of the argumentative 
structure of Japanese judgement documents, along with an annotated corpus.22 An 
important concept in the argument structure is the Issue Topic, a contentious points 
of the law suit. Our working hypothesis is that an Issue Topic-based argumentation 
structure will lead to better, more informative summaries, because most legal prac-
titioners require information about individual Issue Topic when they perform their 
research.
We proposed an 4-task annotation scheme that enables us to capture the argumen-
tative support relationship between text spans. It integrates classic Rhetorical Clas-
sification with relation-based argument mining tasks and with the new Issue Topic 
concept. The rhetorical status of comma-separated units plays an important role in 
our scheme because the argumentative “support” relationship that holds between the 
levels in our scheme is often realised by specialised rhetorical roles. We measured 
inter-annotator agreement for Issue Topic Identification at agreeITI = 0.79 , Rhetori-
cal Classification at K = 0.70 , Issue Topic Linking at agreeITL = 0.87 and FRAM-
ING Linking at agreefl = 0.44.
One of the biggest theoretical problems we encountered was low distinguisha-
bility of FRAMING-main and FRAMING-sub categories with our current guide-
lines. The FRAMING categories could be sub-categorised according to argu-
mentation types as proposed in the community of AI and Law community, for 
instance Walker et al.’s (2017) semantic types. We plan to rework our guidelines 
along those lines.
Concerning the automation of the annotation task, we conducted proof-of-con-
cept experiments for Issue Topic Identification and Rhetorical Classification. Our 
SVM model for Issue Topic Identification outperformed a baseline model of bigram, 
22 Both corpus and guidelines will be made publicly available.
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unit location and unit length features at F = 0.52, by using the keyword, list marker 
and nominal head features. For the task of Rhetorical Classification, our CRF model 
uses features such as bigrams, functional expressions, modality of Japanese sen-
tences and law names, sentence location and sentence length features and achieves 
F = 0.63. In the future, we plan to use features more closely related to the structure 
of documents such as semantic similarity of a sentence with its neighbours. As for 
Issue Topic Identification, our next goal is the detection of duplicates (paraphrases) 
amongst the Issue Topic text spans.
The tasks thus far treated form the early stages of a pipelined model for the imple-
mentation of the entire automation. To make the entire system operational, we will 
next automate the later tasks of Issue Topic Linking and FRAMING Linking. Issue 
Topic Linking might profit from a topic modelling approach, using LDA (Blei et al. 
2003) to define bottom-up distributions of concepts. FRAMING Linking is closely 
related to the extraction of supportive relations from argumentative text, although 
our linking defines relatively more fine-grained relations. Recent studies in the argu-
mentation mining community apply deep learning architectures to the relation find-
ing task (Cocarascu and Toni 2017; Potash et al. 2017), and we will investigating the 
potential of such methods for our data and task.
Another pressing task is the generation of the modularised summaries based on 
the summary designs we proposed. The main challenge with generating such a sum-
mary is keeping the output coherent. We will start with Type A summaries, which 
are relatively easy to build, and which don’t have strong requirements on coher-
ence, and will extend the summariser step by step towards full Issue Topic-driven 
summarisation.
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